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responsibility for unsolicited contributions. ^0 fee* is published

twice yearly by Rock Valley College. To become an editor, enroll in

JRN 139 - Small Magazine Production. This 2-credit course is
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Dear (/ofce* Readers:

Phi Theta Kappa is collaborating with Uo'tC^s this

semester in order to promote our Honors Study Topic.

This topic is chosen once a year by the Phi Theta Kappa

International Society and is intended to provide an

intellectual guide for discussions, research and activities.

This year, our topic is In the Midst of Water: Origin and

Destiny of Life. As a source and sustainer of life, water

has an integral role in our everyday lives. Whether it is

the utility of water that cleans our bodies, the purity of

water that enriches our spirits, or the beauty of water

that inspires our creativity, water is our source of

fulfillment on many different levels. Throughout human
history, water has been a stimulus towards civilization-

it has brought people together for sustenance and

support, but it has also torn people apart in distance and

conflict. Water has been the inspiration for many symbols

of human intelligence and creativity-technology, poems,

structures, books, artwork . . . the list is endless. Our
relationship with water is one of awe and respect, conflict

and abuse. We as humans cherish the precious source of

life and are challenged to accept responsibility for the

delicate balance of humans' demand and nature's

resource.

Along with others across the world, our chapter has

embraced this topic in our studies and activities. We
have gained a new level of knowledge about the issues

surrounding water, and we have found new appreciation

for all aspects of water. Our focus has included human
uses of water, the impact of water in the environment,

and even the "voices" of water in our art and literary

expressions. It has been our privilege to work with the

staff of l/ofce* on this project. We hope you enjoy a

new spin on this already great publication.

Omicron Eta Chapter, Rock Valley College

Phi Theta Kappa International Honor Society

Wonder

dew drops



Just a Shave
An innocent shave is confrontation.

A solitary endeavor is company.

A close-look without electrification

Reveals something entirely too funny.

He who taught me to drink tea with

honey,

Someone with whom a barber's trip

was fought,

Long time before value became

money,

Ice cream was a special treat to be

bought.

His approval was always to be

sought.

Laughter, he was always a teacher

A long love of baseball fever I caught.

But, he was never a preacher,

ivj Each morning I miss him, it's no

bother,

The face in the mirror is grandfather.

Brooke Funfsinn

Wendy
Can you imagine that you are alone?

That is the only way for it to be.

Aloneness is truly imaginary;

No matter how you wish it not to be.

The perception is the reality.

A majority of people say so.

A majority of people say so.

Deja-vu is real. It'll happen again.

Glisten

Damned, tortured, and shed.

Playing trickles, squirted to shreds.

Drunk with dirt, hungry for salt

Splattered asunder, through no fault.

Abandoned in a ditch, never to win,

Filling the function of

Roadside, rusty cans of tin.

Weeping for the steaming sun.

Shoveled, scraped, discarded as waste.

All of my soul in a tear,

Six-sevenths of the world in a drop.

Have a drink, seeds to sow,

Life is the end of the rainbow.



Wabash

"Gemini,"

I hate blondes.

She, being the blonde, calls after him.

He, Gemini, a Greek god meets Shaft.

I do whatever I can to

Avoid my present company.

With a thumb up my ass,

I eye the chow-line.

She, another, different she, remains nameless

Abandons me
In hot pursuit of a table near the windows.

I'm next in line.

I opt for the turkey.

She, who remains nameless,

requested a coffee.

Decaf is pointless.

I half contemplate spitting in it.

Instead, I satisfy myself with fruit punch and

One (1) red napkin.

In the most brilliant juggling act,

I manage my plate and the two cups.

Shuffle, shuffle my way to the stairs

Near a table by the windows.

She, who remains nameless,

Stares into space in awe of her ignorance.

You're fucking coffee is burning a hole in my hand!

Maybe, she who remains nameless,

Felt the X I was burning into her forehead

With my evil stare of death (insert evil laugh here).

She wanders to the stairs and
Relieves me of second-degree burns.

My one (1) red napkin is sopping wet.

That's it!

Damn you, your coffee and this God-forsaken trip!

I want to push you into traffic and
Leave you in Chicago.

I stare out the window onto Wabash and

Hope she, who remains nameless,

Disappears.

For the love of All That Is Holy,

Stop talking to me.

Death to you.

I don't care about your pot roast.

We're at a school,

Who do you think took these photographs?!

I want to put a muzzle on her,

The one who remains nameless.

I just want to go home.

- C. M. Hall



City Summer Pillar

City Summer
The alley smells of garbage

Pissing black exhaust fumes

Through the window ofAndy Pax
, , L

- .,, The one-bedroom flat
Again you re lett with

Sweaty Palms and the ride home.

Just embrace daybreak.

Frostbite

Impending returned winter

Those deliriously cold afternoons

How retarded to seek love.

Lady
She stands

So you let her

She stands

So you let her

I cry

But you let her

I cry

But you let her

Lady HITLER
The love of your life

She stifles YOU
But she murders ME

She cheats

And you let her

She cheats

And you let her

I cry

And you let her

I cry

Still you love her

Reality

Is

These linens

weigh me
Down
The scent of our sex

Lingers

Fingers curling

Around
Curling hair

Your breath still

Short

un
EveN on my forehead

Intoxicated

I lay in your warmth
I am REAL!

You say I'm selfish

I say I'm selfless

to give you up like this

Inside I'm dying

I am a pillar

I'm not enough, it's not enough

this love

You say I'm so weak
I say I'm strongest

To love you like this

a Inside I am pillar strength

^ I am a pillar

I'm not enough, it's not enough

this love.

The Great Pretender
;w

Purple glow of

Childhood love

Is such a bore

Gap the Blue

Smells like a dog
Empty hole

Leave this body
Gap the Blue

Is all this

What you meant?

Adult free love

Gap the Blue

I never loved him
So why am I empty?

The Great Pretender.

Illustration by Julianna Durst



Michael

for my brother

sweet faced, sweet

toothed

angry, needy,

beloved.

when will the boy
become a

man?
behind thick walls

there is play time

with tinker

toys

matchbox cars, a

baby,

from the outside

shines the

Light,

but before that

the eight cold, eight

hot

Hells to be crossed,

i offer you armor

and you look at me
like i'm holding a

snake,

the distance, i

hum with the

energy

wondering of your

Fate.

it is as if the air is

filled with

ether

and it is as hard to

stay awake
here

as it is to wake you.

forS.

sustenance

of spirit

open roads, lunar ocean waves, cliffs of messiah dreams

holding you, river tides, making love at new moon
uncomplicated, even easy to be with you in this time,

this space

sustenance . . .



Free

I was once you

Long ago

I have not always been a

Valued member, a statement of account,

a due date, a social security number,

a "Can We Count on Your Support,"

an affiliation, a loan promisee,

a pre-approved, a "Your application has

been denied, " a "Please list any

special qualifications,"

a "This will only take a moment,"

a P.I.N., an interest charge, a sales

tax

.

I was once you
Free

The Beginning

of the End of Time

War and sales tax

Mark events in time

Posters with bold black letters

On goldenrod

Exclaiming

"Feed The Rich"

"Harm The Homeless"

"Freedom Can Be Yours For A Third Of

What You Rightfully Own"
"This Monopoly On Freedom Brought To

You By Your Local Puppeteers' Guild"

Lie to me and make me feel better

Where is my security in social security

With our blind eyes we walk

Drudging through the everyday

And on top of the hill

The ones who fought for freedom

Bow their heads and retreat in shame

But we will open our eyes

And pry open others'

Sit in, speak out

And with a resounding cry

Out loud

We whisper

"This is not my American dream."



Blue lady

Wake your eyes

Tear Locked

From long nights

Without bahies

Mothers in rows

On knees

Above freshly filled

Beds

Fathers with hard hands

Holding shovels and shoulders

Standing upright

Under this wait

While Jesus Christ and Superman
Nap
And take long tea through the

afternoon

Unique

Following fingers

Down the nape of one's neck

Barricades open ways through

Mediocrity and godliness

While large breasted women
And well groomed boys and men
With tidy cars

Promise the impossible

Walking over bright yellow grass

Glassed with ice

And the drip drop rain

Reminding us of what
Is not yet happened

4 Poems
by

Paul Mannonei



Counting down to weeks left

Of the fall

Winter quickly comes knocking

Green becomes bright shades of orange and

yellow and red and dead

And I watch everything get colder

The mornings and the nights and you

Shouting out loud for

Those summer seasons secrets

Simple, sincere, so long

Promises never meant to be kept

Hoping for finishing with nothing left

I watch as I balance

My thoughts of you

As the best and worst of friends and enemies

In all ways I hat e the way you make me feel

And hat e being without what I've taught

myself you are

Love life lingers, lies, lonely lost, left alone

Give it all to me, so much more for you to take back

The coldest day of winter is in the fall

Twelve inches deep and wet and white

Snow
Winds rebound around corners carving

perfect banks

The stroke of nature's brush

Brushing me aside

Blindly going on through the white

Not telling streets from yards

Hoping for someone's tracks

To lead my way
A white prison

So cold and hot and suffocating

Someone will find you

When the snow has melted

And the grass has grown
There you will be

With the birds and the bees

And the stingers and the beaks

Promises

I've become so good at making
promises

But still struggle with how to keep

them
Don't believe you are any better

This is the third time

That I've drowned
In the river you cried

That person in the mirror is you
Now you wish you hadn't judged

her so strongly

Perfect pictures promising passion

I've come to see your pictures

Are worth a thousand empty words
So fill me up until I'm sick

And I will drown again
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Boys And Girls

Silly suffocating scents

Designer costumes

Made-up masks
Long, long cars

Costly dinners

Boys

And
Girls

Life

Warning: Living has been proven to be hazardous to your

health. Not recommended for women who may or may not

be pregnant. Children should only take half. The only one

recommended by four out of three doctors or dentists. Not
recommended for men who are balding and women who are

not. Shoplifters will be persecuted. Eye protection required.

Do not consume while driving heavy machinery. Flammable.

Do not use indoors in winter with parental supervision.

Instructions not included, but batteries are. System
requirements not listed. Neither we nor you can be held

responsible for misuse. Take once daily, every eight hours.

Complies with USDA Grade A Beef. Do not look directly

into light. This product has been known to cause death in

lab assistants and rats. If problems arise, continue using until

directed otherwise. People with ulcers have experienced

shooting pain before or after consumption. Accidental

overdose can lead to fatal poisoning. Do not accidently

overdose. May cause drowsiness. Alcohol may intensify. No
right turns in front of. If you can read this you may be

following too closely. Hello, would you like to switch to. If

irritation persists, contact other planets. Beware of dog.

Draped in Crimson

She quivers, a chill sets on her skin.

She lies in wet dew beside him.

Like Antigone, she ignores the king's decree

sprinkling black earth over him.

Raising

his dagger, slicing into her forearm,

spilled blood dripping, dripping

drips a gesith band.

She drapes him in crimson,

her knight of Eirinn.

— Kathleen A. Kelly



My Ears Aren't Even

My ears aren't even. I noticed for the first time

the other day when I was shaving. As I looked

in the mirror, it was easily seen that my right

ear was higher than the left. What can I do?

My ears aren't even. I kept saying it inside

my head. How hadn't I noticed before? I've

been alive for 20 years-couldn't someone tell

me? I'll bet they didn't want to hurt my feel-

ings. This can't be true.

My ears aren't even. I get into my car and

drive to church. I don't usually go to church,

and I don't know if there is a God, but if there

is, I'm sure he'll help me. I kneel before the

huge stone statue, praying it's all a dream.

Surely God even thinks I look like a fool.

My ears aren't even. I scream into my pillow.

I hate myself. I hate my parents. My friends

can go to hell. How am I supposed to be hip

if I have strange-looking ears? How am I

gonna get a date to the dance? With rage, my
face turns a brighter hue.

My ears aren't even. I punch the wall, I kick

my dog, but still nothing changes. I cry in my
room. My hand hurts, my dog hates me, and
I still look like a freak. My eyes are still red as

I leave my house. I need something to make
it all better. I need to buy something new.

My ears aren't even. Maybe a hat will cover

them up. I feel strangely hopeful as I enter

the store. The advertising posters with beau-

tiful faces are surrounding me when I realize

something. The models in the posters don't

have prefect ears either. The models in the

posters don't have perfect ears either! Not
the guy in the Calvin Klein's. Not the girls

all dressed in Nike. Even Michael Jordan's

ears aren't perfect! Now this is what I call

new!

My ears aren't even! Man, I feel so great! I

look just like the models and superstars that

everyone loves. It's too bad it took so long

to realize I'm so cool.

-Jonathan Hicks



Soothingly Dead

Everything I ever was, lost beyond the sea;

All consumed in the flames of your empathy;

You tore apart my bridges, can't go back;

I will never come running to take you back;

You tortured me on your exquisite rack;

Every time I think of you, almost crack;

Don't smother me in misery;

Don't smother me in pity;

Don't smother me in apathy;

Don't smother me in anything;

I start walking, with my back to the sea;

Wondering if, of you, I'm free;

I wonder if I want you to remember me;

Or if it's best, for you, I no longer be;

Without you, you'd not recognize me;

For you could never truly see;

You walked away in misery;

You walked away in pity;

You walked away in apathy;

You walk away from everything;

When I stare into the sea;

I imagine your eyes looking up at me;

When I look closer, see my grave;

Always wondered if that's what I'd crave;

Devoid of any flowers, just bare earth;

What will it be like after my rebirth;

I killed myself in misery;

I killed myself in pity;

I killed myself in apathy;

I killed myself for nary a thing.

/ 2 Poems \
by

V MEH J

Dusty Fountain

Everything having seen and forgotten

In the dust of sleep and sorrow;

Lost amidst the lake of tears

That feeds the weeping willow.

In the woods of darkness,

Where stars do not dwell

And time dares not tread,

I see the dusty fountain

Decorated with the Unicorn's head.

In its empty bowl,

The moon's reflection weeps
ROCK VALLEY COLLEGE - ERC



Mother's Gifts Riverside

Her heart is strong.

He hands are weak.

Her head is wise.

Her mind is free.

She lives to please.

She feels all pain.

She's been there too.

She helps the hurt.

I know her will.

I watch her way.

I see her work.

I want the same.

Days Like This

On days like this

I'd like to be in bed.

I could curl up,

Wrap my blanket around me,

And hide from the skies.

On days like this

I'd like to see the town.

I could drive around for hours,

Stop to shop along the way,

And wave to everyone I see.

On days like this

I'd like to work hard.

I could go on forever,

Concentrate on all the details,

And look back with pride.

On days like this

I'd like to do it all.

I could be relaxed,

Travel all around,

And get the job done, all at once.

Melissa Kuhrt

Blanks

People come, people go

Nobody waves, nobody smiles

Some are familiar, some are

strange

Doors open, doors close

We walk in the same direction

But we never turn to see each

other

Inspired by the river running new,

I can feel the wind blowing on my neck.

It's chilling yet refreshing somehow too.

I hear the waves settle below the deck.

While the sun penetrates the quiet pool,

I tilt my head to look out and above.

I wonder if this is Cupid's little tool,

Missing me, denying me new love.

But like the sun, I settle in as one.

Because the one I want cannot be here.

He loved for a while but then had none.

He left me lonely sitting on this lonely peer.

In a Daze

Listen to the sounds above

So warm and enchanting,

Beautiful and relaxing.

Hear the music laughing

So happy to fill us,

Softly singing as we pass.

Feel the glow that surrounds

So gentle and soothing,

Comfortable and amusing.

Touch the sky with a smile

So busy and passionate,

While beauty lives in it.

Seek out powerful, potential

Meditations on forever,

Trade pressures for pleasure.





LIFE

Time is racing by,

Where is it going?

Stop, enjoy, slow down.
It's going going, before you know it,

it's gone.

You can't get it back.

Time is on a fast track.

Don't take for granted,

for it is short, too short.

Stop, enjoy, slow down.
It can be carefree

It's what you create it to be.

'&H What's a Color?
Does it have a personality?

Does it have a shape?

Is the color white, brown or black superior?

Is it prejudice?

Is it a person?

I fear it is all of the above.

I'm sure there is a tear from god above.

Where is Love?

Where is equality?

Where is humanity?

It's in a color.

It's a forbidden color.

Should we open the forbidden color?

Should we mix the colors?

Should we fear color?

Do not fear color.

Do not fear change of color.

What's a color?

What's a person?

What's prejudice?

Prejudice is fear of a color.

Color is unique.

Dreams
Swirling Patterns

Fog the Mind
Fall Ahead or Behind

Visions of the Unseen.

What's it all mean?

betzi moore



I Need a Gas Mask
I need a gas mask because the air in here is

thick.

I need a gas mask because all the big

money is still in tobacco and oil.

I need a gas mask that covers my double

chin.

I need a gas mask to go with my gas

costume.

I need a gas mask because Cuban boys are

a threat to our national security.

I need gas mask so I can count like Janet

Reno.

I need a gas mask for when my students

start shooting.

I need a gas mask now that George
Dubbya is remilitarizing the planet.

I need a gas mask with a marijuana tank,

to heal my aches and pains,

because I'm sick, Doctor, really,

sick, like all my friends.

I need a gas mask because its all my
parents' fault.

I need a gas mask as a souvenir of this

cool war.

I need a gas mask in case I get to go to

Disney World.

I need a gas mask for when the tanker

crashes.

I need a gas mask because my solid mask
is at the cleaner's.

I need a gas mask built for two.

I need a gas mask that's cool and trendy

like all the big stars are wearing.

I need a gas mask designed by Dior.

I need a gas mask that will make me
smarter and thinner.

I need a gas mask that will make you love

me.
- Name Hidden Behind Mask

Transvoyance
What are these creamy smooth visions

With acrid scents in bloom
And "the deafening hum of life"

Written on my tomb

- Eric Edlund



I'm not shackled

I'm not bound
I'm not handcuffed

I'm not held down by "the man"

But I am not free

I get by

I don't get caught up

I'm surviving

But I am not living

The lines drawn are thin

Between caged and free

Between surviving and living

And every time I take my place

And change to where I want to be

You redraw that line

So I still remain unmoved

I don't need your money
I don't need your god

I don't want your excuses

All I want is what no one has

And that is me

A Place in the Shade
You all crawl away
To your place in the sun

Where comfort awaits

Where you're baked but never done

Sip your drink

And watch the ice boil

As the honey dries

And stains your aluminum soil

You don't know what you miss

While spreading on your lotion

Your sweat beads and spirals a mix

A potion with no notion (set in motion)

Enjoy your stay

Fending off the bees

I'll stay here in the shade

Taking in the rays of the trees

Magic 8 Water

My Magic 8 Ball is my most prized possession. It answers my questions. It gives me hope. With only a

little shake, my problems begin to disappear.

I wonder what it would be like to drink the water from inside my Magic 8 Ball. I can't help but think that I'd

be the smartest person around.

But alas, there is no place to insert a straw. That wonderful water waits inside, sexy and untapped. I can

see it, flowing gloriously to and fro inside the blackened sphere of hope.

It yearns to be tasted. I want to be the one to taste it-to be the one to satisfy it, to seduce it, feel it on my lips,

and swallow it down.

That luscious juice cries out to me, and I cry back, knowing that I will be even more satisfied than it will.

How do I know this?

The Magic 8 Ball told me so. Artwork by Bradley j Argyle



To a Drowned Professor, on the

Completion of 13 Years of Death

When the lights dimmed at long last

I felt despair. An Ocean moved past,

Each droplet familiar and a vision:

the rivets arrive, the pandy bats make small sounds, the

slouching beast creeps on, Big Ben's gong embraces the

world.

Each had been charted into proper divisions

With scientific clarity. Undoubtedly each

Was recorded and preserved within reach

For the Great Day of Reckoning. My own
Came first, each time the same. Brown
And White judgment clearly spoken

By whorls of hair: a token

Of my success in making
(I know it now, truth's here for the taking)

rivets cool, bats silent, beasts tame, clocks five minutes

slow.

It is well the lights are low,

It is well the tide is slow,

It is well this rhyme becomes

So many taps and rolls on drums:

Separate gestures in one performance

But separate still, and all contrivance.

Drop by drop the ocean moves on
With me so aware of each one

But missing OCEAN until the last.

Kane Kerley

M. K. Bequette



Conversations With the Sea

i think Mama O enjoys

that i will come near her power and beauty
but not inside.

She lulls me close with her quiet chatter

then pushes me back from my newfound.courage
much like the women i have known
who love me
but never allow me
too

close.

- julie d. atherton



Ann Muehlemeyer





2100 Miles and a Few More
The girl heals by going back to the place where she began.

I live in a house that sits a mile down a newer throughway from the

water tower demarcating Cherryvale Mall, which looms down at me like a

lonely spectre as I drive home from work late at night. During my child-

hood Julys, when my father had custody of my brother and me, we

would frequent that mall where my father would spend seemingly

endless amounts of his hard earned money on gifts that we could

neither fit into our grandparents' small home in Arkansas nor that

could begin to fill the hole that lived in each of us after my parents'

divorce. The toys we bought were played with for that short

amount of time that marked life v. existence, and were invariably

buried too soon in Grandmother Atherton's cold basement, with

the eulogy for them more an afterthought that is was a shame. It

was a damn shame.

Now I am 30, and I have come home after many years

away to make sense of the person I would have been if I could

have stayed in my home in Belvidere. I have imagined many
times what it would have been like to grow up in the place where

I had my own room, my own friends, a sense of connection to

something I was born in. What would it have been like to take any

of that for granted?

Things are different now. The house I began my life in is

nothing more than a shred of wood missed when they built another

house over it. It was destroyed in 1981, when a man who was

living there at the time tried to kill himself by blowing up the oven.

The papers called it depression, but I know that the ghosts of my
family-what we could have been, what we could have had-drove

him mad. They have driven me mad.

I drive through my hometown with a sense that this is the only place

in the world that belongs to me, or that I belong to. I turn up streets

intuitively and past visions of myself at six that are so powerful that I

can feel my child hands running along that hot sunlit marble wall of

the bank. I have been here for a Christmas now, finally no longer a distant voice

on the telephone or the missing person in the holiday photos. I have



lunch with my grandmother once a week, and my father and I go to movies and to dinners in restaurants

where he can stare at a television screen and remain a mystery to me, yet in closer proximity. I have known for

a long time that my father is the thing I see only when I am not looking, and maybe I am that for him as well.

It is my brother who reminds me daily of the reality of what life really was after we left here. The years

of abuse we suffered have left him emotionally maimed, and he is a drug addict. I have had the same struggles,

but I thought that if I could make my way to consciousness I could somehow have the life I feel was stolen from

me. I have voices in my head of old therapists and girlfriends, intermittently whispering to me, "You could do

well anywhere," and "I want you to think of what it would be like to be on your own side." These voices brought me

2100 miles to my Mecca, where I live in the basement of my father's new house in the powerful embrace of the

Cherryvale water tower and my brother's violent energy upstairs. Everything I wanted to heal by coming

here has been buried since before the first snowfall.

I have been noticing lately my insecurities at seeing the layers of snow ebbing back to an icy sheen,

exposing limestone rock faces as I drive to the oasis of my aunt's house in East Moline every other weekend.

That, coupled with the fact that I can't seem to call any of the numbers for the apartments listed for rent, make

me think that I'm not ready for this journey. It's not the right time, the right space, to let the six year old inside

me have her life as it should have been. That's what I think, sometimes.

Sometimes, I think that this is a ridiculous task. The six year old girl is a piece of my hyper imagination.

The bridge that leads to the life I could have had was burned as long ago as the day that lives in my memory of

the contents of my house being auctioned off. It was burned as long ago as the day I helped my father pack his

bowling trophies into the rusty Mustang that he doesn't remember he owned. Lately (and for the first time), I

have started to think of my future more than my past.

My best friend from Tennessee has invited me to come live with her, to surround myself as she does

with animals and art and writing. I can almost sense the peace that I have felt in her home, and it has taken

very little encouragement for me to begin mentally packing my bags. I've been thinking the south might be a

nice change. I've been thinking of rolling country hills and lots of warm color and sunlight. I've been thinking

it might just be a good place to get on with my life, to see what lies before me rather than always looking back.

There's a little six year old girl whispering to me, "take me with you," and I am listening.

The girl heals by moving on.

- julie d. atherton



Annie Picken

Into the Night

These Leaves Falling

These leaves falling on October lawn,

Fossils numberless of the tall trees' wings,

Land dead-muddle in the mushroom rings.

Tree fingers lose their feel, the sap is drawn
Down from the tube-tips. The summer brawn
Is gone or going now. Fall's seasonings

Affect more than the trees. It's colorings

Pervade both flora and the close man-fawn
Who watches now as dawn is wondrous red.

Here he will come to watch when leaves have fled.

Here to this spot when the winds grow blow and brusk,

By tusks of the tall-fall, winter-splinter, husk-on-husk trees

He will stand and spread from the common bed

In awe—one silent sentinel of the russet dusk.

Go boldly into the night.

Cast not glances back towards day.

See not light,

But shadows moonlight dimly casts.

Walk not softly into night.

Fear not the unknown ground the foot will fall u

Walk bravely on the path that is hidden.

Dance tribute to the loss of day.

Be not quiet in the face of dark.

Sing your song, triumphantly

Quiet comes, and then is here.

Sing into the silent night.

Go boldly into the night.

Test ancient demon lore.

Pass through the anguish hours of the fear,

And behold the very dawn of day

pon.

Go boldly into the night.

Andy Ryall

Water
- Frank Coffman

Falls.

Somehow bath and lake it finds.

Its flow the ancient Taoists know.

Its strength is time, unending wake.

Water falls, relentless, restless, rushing, always

rushing.

Going, going, pulling, gravity tells it where to go.

Coursing, if stagnant, evaporate move on.

Always moving down the hill.

It has its destination.

Has a will.

Falling, falling towards a place for still.

Traveling towards a place to know.

Searching, reaching,

Will it find?

Home.

- Andy Ryall



Contributors

Bradley J. Argyle, a student at RVC, plans to attend Rockford College in the Fall.

Julie D. Atherton, an RVC student originally from Belvidere, IL, won this issue's

Grand Prize for Outstanding Contribution.

M. K. Bequette, a former English professor, is Vice President for Learning Services

at RVC.

Frank Coffman is a Professor of English and Journalism at RVC.

Julianna Durst is a student at RVC who plans to work in the Animal Science field.

Eric Edlund is an RVC student and a former Vo Ices editor.

Brooke Funfsinn, a second-year RVC student, aspires to be a graphic designer, a

fashion designer, and perhaps a professional singer.

C. M. Hall is an RVC student with plans to study radio at Columbia College. She

calls herself "the greatest writer of all time," and says "thank you, Jason."

MEH is the pen-name of Michael Harris, a student at RVC.

Michael Heller studied poetry at RVC and now attends NIU.

Jonathan Hicks is still editor-in-chief of RVC's student newspaper, The Valley Forge.

Tonya Houser is completing her AA at RVC in Liberal Arts. She plans to be a race

car driver, but just in case, she's majoring in marketing.

Tammy Hunt is the proud daughter of Becky Stien, the secretary to RVC's Division

of Composition and Literature. She is 8 years old and in 3rd grade.

Kathleen Kelly is Publisher's Representative to RVC for Allyn & Bacon /Longman.

Kane Kerley is a student at RVC.

Melissa Kuhrt is a student at RVC.

Heidi Leatherby studies art at RVC. We selected her painting for our cover from

the works presented at RVC's art show in the ERC.

Chris Mann is a graphic artist with RVC's Public Relations and Print Services.

Paul Mannone is President of the Rock Valley College Arts and Literary Club.

Mike McCollum is RVC's printer and the proud father of RVC student, Luke.

Patty McMullin is in her first year at RVC, majoring in Business Management.

Jeffrey Michels teaches Small Magazine Production at RVC. (JRN 139! A great course!

Enroll today!) This year, he'll also be teaching French and Latin American Literature.

Ann Muehlemeyer works in the Technical Services Department at RVC's library

Betzi Moore is a former l/olce* editor and a regular contributor.

Annie Picken is an RVC student and Photo Editor for The Valley Forge. She won this

issue's Border's Prize for Artistic Achievement.

Sheri Pritz is RVC's official photographer, and a particularly pleasant person.

Carole Rittenhouse takes classes at RVC and regularly contributes to 1/oTceJ .

Her daughter, Cherri, teaches art at RVC.

Andy Ryall is a former l/ofce* editor who plans to transfer to Southern Illinois U.

Andrea Saladino is an RVC student who also works at Print Services.

Kyle Wolfe is a student at RVC. His drawing in this issue is titled "Synthetic Dawn."
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